
 

1st ISS Parent Council Meeting 

Minutes of Meeting 

March 20, 2018 

6:00 PM to 7:30 PM 

380 Rabro Drive, Hauppauge, NY 

In attendance: Via Video Conference ISS Monticello:  Alan Kulchinsky; Laurie Cirillo-Carter; Sheryl Livingston 

Via Video Conference from Region 4 Brooklyn NY : Carolyn Wember  

In person: Beth Sola; Holly Ram; Susan Bergmann; Christine Pusateri; Liz Luchsinger 

Unable to attend: Jeff Seltzer; Valerie DeClara; Joe Gerardi; Regina Santo; Flo Mazzie; Carol Kellerman 

Documents distributed: Meeting Agenda;  Media consent and release 

*Introductions by each member present 

*Alan Kulchinsky – speaking on the focus of the ISS Parent Council: 

Thank you to members for their interest and time – ISS values input from families and caregivers- their opinions 
are important to us. 

ISS goal to be the best Fiscal Intermediary available to Self Directed individuals in NYS 

Parent Council goal is to obtain parent feedback; reveal feelings and experiences regarding Self Direction; what can 
be made better;  what are the opinions of Independent Support Services; How can ISS do a better job in serving 
our participants  

Although each member may bring to the table personal experiences it is important that the input is not focused on 
any one individual but rather geared toward the success of an entire population 

Needs for areas of improvement will be collected, and an ISS survey will be created  based on the concerns 
brought to us in the Parent Council meetings.   

*Media release forms – filled out by attendees.  Video attendees were emailed copies to submit to Liz Luchsinger 

*Open Discussion/Input –  

1. Concern for the lack of networking available for participants in region 4 (NYC and Metro area ).  It is difficult for 
families to obtain support staff and to work with other families that are using self-direction. Parent member 
mentioned that she knows of a few other families local to her that do not use ISS as their FI.  Discussion of how CH 
might be interested in working for multiple FI’s which might increase the availability of support staff for families. 



Discussion of how the majority (2/3) of ISS participants are from Nassau and Suffolk, which has created the unique 
networking on Long Island.  The involvement of the DDRO’s in other regions is much less because of the 
significantly lower numbers of SD participants.  

2. Input regarding the budget and difficulties in reimbursements for some classes that are of great value to our 
participants, regardless of the guidelines.  Some situations should be discussed and made available, and not 
completely driven by rigidity of checklists and black and white answers.   There also seems to be inconsistency in 
the answers that a parent may get when inquiring about an approved class.  

ISS shared the latest guidance that will be used going forward for classes.  The new guidance will allow for more 
flexibility for approvals/reimbursements of community classes and is being shared by OPWDD this week. 

3. Provider paperwork is ever changing (ie clinical non-direct) which makes it difficult to provide services.  It was 
discussed that this issue is something that ISS is also effected by and causes much frustration and difficulties.  
Medicaid funded programs are ever changing the rules…..which unfortunately needs to be passed down from the 
FI to the providers and families.    

4. Discussion regarding the ISP follow up compliance emails that are sent (too lengthy and wordy) and the 
repeated request for documents that have already been sent to ISS.   

5. Discussion regarding the confusion of some families regarding the protocols and paperwork for ISS.  It is 
overwhelming for new and also some families that have been using SD for a while.  Question was posed to the 
council  if a “Parent Workshop” for families would be valuable to help educate anyone in the process of running a 
successful self directed plan.   It was agreed that this would be a valuable resource – it will be surveyed. 

6. Paperwork and documentation is important, but should not be the driving force behind a successful self directed 
plan.  There should be a balance with the success of the participant as the primary goal. 

7. Portal concerns as to how difficult it is to find any particular document because they are not labeld.  HR 
addressed this with improvements coming in the near future. 

8. Timesheets – question was asked about the potential for electronic timesheets.  HR addressed this with a 
system upgrade that is in the works that will make this happen in the near future. 

9. Staff clearance and training was addressed- Clearance is individually obtained by each FI/agency and needs to be 
completed regardless if the support staff has been cleared by any other agency.   Additionally, if the participant is 
under 18 there is extra clearance required for support staff.  The times it takes for this is not in ISS control. 

NY State requires training for all of our support staff: 

 SEMP (Job Coaches and Job Developers) are required to complete the Pathways training with OPWDD (4 – 6 hr 
sessions) within a year of hire for that position. This system is controlled by OPWDD. 

Com Hab, Self Hired Respite, and SEMP employees are required by NY State to take 5 trainings and watch 6 videos.  
There are deadlines for completion of these training. 

10. It was suggested that the available broker list include information for each broker as to what FI (s) they are 
providing broker services with.  Since ISS cannot accept any new participants (at least in 2018) families are having 
great difficulty finding brokers that are available and working with a different FI.   

The FI Video conference this week included information from OPWDD regarding a data base for brokers and FI’s 
which will address this issue.   

11. Input regarding OPWDD’s concern about Self Direction and school age children.  OPWDD is evaluating the 
responsibilities of school districts to provide these services.   



12. Question was posed on how to be successful in getting information/feedback from our participants through a 
survey.  It was suggested that brokers, perhaps, can bring them to the families, but we also realized that 
digital/electronic surveys are available and much more efficient as far a man power hours and analysis of results. 

13. Future Parent Council Meeting is TBD.  Current attendees will be invited to participate when the date and time 
are decided. 

Thank you again for your time and input for the Independent Support Services Parent Council. 

Meeting closed – 7:25PM 


